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We show more results as supplementary material. Please refer to the captions of tables and figures for the description.

Figure A1: Sensitivity to patch size - We study the effect of the variation of patch size on our blindness attacks. We observe that as the patch size decreases, the attack success rate decreases. These results are also shown in Table A1.

Table A1: Sensitivity to patch size - The first 4 rows are the per-image blindness attack and the last 4 rows are the universal blindness attack.

Table A2: Per-image objectness attack - This attack is described in Per-image objectness attack paragraph of Section 4.3 in the main paper and the qualitative results are in Figure A4 of supplementary. We perform a different kind of adversarial patch attack by trying to fool YOLOv2 objectness confidence.

*Equal contribution
Table A3: **Per-image targeted attack** on artificial ground-truth - This attack is described in **Per-image targeted attack** paragraph of Section 4.3 in the main paper and the qualitative results are in Figure A5 of supplementary. Our mAP before attack is approximately zero for all targets because we switch the ground truth labels during evaluation. We see an average increase in mAP of around 18 points. This means our adversarial patch successfully switches the detections of quite a few ground truth boxes to the target class. Note that this attack is more challenging than the blindness attack.
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<thead>
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Figure A2: **Per-image blindness attack fooling results** - Additional results showcasing the fooling in **Per-image blindness** attack described in Section 3.1. These are similar to the fooling results in Figure 1 of the main paper. For every pair of columns, the left one is the original image and the right one is the attacked image. The attacked category is written below each example. A failure case is the right image of Row 1, where three out of seven instances of “cars” are detected correctly after attack.
Figure A3: **Universal patch blindness attack** - Additional results showcasing **Universal patch blindness attack** described in Section 3.1. These are similar to the fooling results in Figure 4 of main paper. For every pair of columns, the left one is the original image and the right one is the attacked image. The patch is always on the top-left corner. The attacked category is written below each example.
Figure A4: **Objectness attack** - This attack is described in the **Per-image objectness attack** paragraph of Section 4.3 in the main paper and the quantitative results are in Table A2 of supplementary. For every pair of columns, the left one is the original image and the right one is the attacked image. Note that this attack is class agnostic.
Figure A5: **Per-image targeted attack** - This attack is described in **Per-image targeted attack** paragraph of Section 4.3 in the main paper and the quantitative results are in Table A3 of supplementary. We attack the model to change the label of all objects to the target category. For every pair of columns, the left one is the original image and the right one is the attacked image. The target category is written below each example. As failure cases, a “horse” instance on the left image of Row 4 and a “chair” instance on the right image of Row 2 are still detected correctly.